The alien’ saucer

We’re looking condenzated steam around the objects.

Are alien civilization existing? The answer: Yes!
Those are material and witnesses proofs more than
necessary. But the elite keep remain silent. As the
scientists to do it case of own mistake for the Big Bang
theory. This would be the big civilization?
Where are living the aliens? We have more proof that
they are on one moon of Jupiter. This is evident. Let take
the crop circles one by one.
The undermentioned message was broadcast into space
a single time via frequency modulated radio waves at a
ceremony to mark the remodeling of the Arecibo radio
telescope in Puerto Rico on 16 November 1974.
And the answer.
The "Arecibo answer" is a hoax by people that created an
imprint in a crop field (crop circle) in 2001 near the
Chilbolton radio telescope in Hampshire, UK, portrayed as
a response from an extraterrestrial civilization.

Which detail is rizing above the others the taking out
representation of biosphere zone in the Sun-system:
Earth, Mars, Galilei’ moons of Jupiter. (Evidently, from
them visible the Sun as smaller.) Evidently, the mass/local
gravitation of inhabited planet, moon determines to the
biophysics of evolution. Our build is exaggerated.
Because of our metabolism we can not to flying farther
the local space.

Every crop circle makes reference to only Jupiter moon,
Ganymede. We’ve more informs. From only outside place
visible the together standing to the three objects as the
Earth, Sun, Jupiter at 08.13,2014. St. Andrews dorset,
England. Who was aware of this? And also visible the
„gravitation space-curvature”!

Sky picture from Budapest at 07.25,2014. 12,00 time. Jupiter behind
the Sun. Right our Moon.

And at the same time 08.05,2014. Wiltshire, England.
They do not see the Earth from the Ganymede because of
covering with Jupiter and Sun.

After it they are employed systematically the fixed orbit
of moons Io and Europa. From those are many kinds crop
circle. Examples:

With Ganymede

Moon’s phases in light of Jupiter.

The following picture is a significant. On theirs crop circles
they are marking the presence of humanoid with points
in the actual theme. With changing diameter the path of
life. People who know the crop circles they are able to
establish the identity.

Inhabited by humanoids third level in the system.
Identifiable the own orbit, the rotation around own axis,
and presence the humanoids. According in all probability
this object the moon Ganymede.

Interests in contact to communication of aliens. They
have an interest pictogram system. Easy to understand.
Evident the unity to the physics of Earth and Sky. This is
statement of Isaac Newton. No new the under Sun.
Examples. The electricity is moving spirit of all.

Technical expert can identify the transformer, condenser
(charge, discharge) accumulator(D.C.), with good sense
the all means of transport (under, ground, aerial, water)
and so on. I’ve to stress the importance of builded up
maines system. The left wing does represent fill up to the
ALSP’ accumulator from outside mains (marking -). The
right wing also flying object with own thermonuclear
source of power (marking the point). And solar cells. And
storage of saucers…!!!

Division the system of education with accreditation.
This is very instructive!

Pictograpfic representation of dialog between two
humanoid. Whether what does the humanoid on the left
say to the one on the right???

Pictogram of „tell somebody something”:

